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A plasma potential structure is modified by the electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) in a collisionless
plasma flow along magnetic field lines with simple mirror configuration. In the presence of a single
ECR point at the bottom of the magnetic well, there appears a potential dip (thermal barrier) around thi
point, being followed by a potential hump (plug potential) in the downstream side. The result in this
simplified configuration gives a clear-cut physics to the formation of field-aligned plug potential with
thermal barrier. [S0031-9007(98)05529-X]

PACS numbers: 52.58.Qv, 52.35.Nx, 52.50.Gj, 52.55.Jd
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Plasma-potential formation in inhomogeneous magne
fields is of great interest in conjunction with field
aligned particle acceleration, plasma confinement, a
heat-transport reduction. In space plasmas, a field-align
potential difference has been predicted to be genera
by different pitch-angle anisotropies of electrons an
ions along converging magnetic field lines [1], whic
was demonstrated in particle simulations [2] and
laboratory experiments [3]. The field-aligned potenti
difference due to double layers [4] has been proposed
play an important role in the aurora phenomena whi
have often been accompanied by intense wave emissi
around the local electron cyclotron frequency [5]. I
fusion-oriented plasmas, concepts of a plug potential w
thermal barrier (plug/barrier potential) [6] and a therm
dike [7] have been proposed in order to realize th
plasma confinement necessary for tandem-mirror devic
and to reduce the heat transport in tokamak diverto
respectively. According to the original tandem-mirro
scenario for the plug/barrier potential formation [8,9],
neutral beam injection (NBI) producing sloshing ions
necessary, in addition to the electron cyclotron resonan
(ECR) at two positions with different magnetic field
in the end mirror cells. The recent experiment on th
GAMMA 10 [10], however, indicates that this potentia
structure is formed without NBI in the presence of th
two ECR points, although a physical mechanism of th
potential formation has been unsolved. Actually, it
difficult to measure the overall field-aligned potentia
profiles in such a big fusion-oriented mirror device as th
GAMMA 10 [8–11], and, thus, it has long been claime
to make an investigation under a simplified situation
clarify an essential mechanism of the potential formatio
due to the ECR.

In the presence of the ECR under a magnetic m
ror field, the field-aligned magnetic force,2m=B, acting
on electrons increases, enhancing the electron trapping
the magnetic well, wherem is the magnetic moment of
electrons and=B is the gradient ofB in the direction
parallel to magnetic field lines. Then, there appears
0031-9007y98y80(12)y2602(4)$15.00
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electrostatic force acting on ions under the condition
charge neutrality. This mechanism provides a straightfo
ward formation of a plug potential with thermal barrier in
a plasma flowing along magnetic field lines with mirro
configuration. Here we demonstrate this simple scena
for the plug/barrier formation. The physics of plug
potential formation is the same as that in the double-lay
formation triggered by a small potential dip in curren
carrying plasmas [12]. In our paper, in contrast to th
double-layer formation, the scale length is much larg
and the potential dip is produced by the mirror trapping
electrons in the plasma flow without electric current.

A plasma is produced by surface ionization of pota
sium atoms on a5.0-cm-diam hot tungsten plate unde
an electron-rich condition and is confined by a ma
netic field B of a few kG in a single-endedQ machine
[13], as shown schematically in Fig. 1. Ions are acce
erated by a potential drop of the electron sheath in fro
of the hot plate which is grounded electrically, togeth
with a 20.8-cm-diam vacuum chamber. There is a gri
(0.03-mm-diam wire,50 meshyin.) at a distance of40 cm
from the hot plate, which is biased negatively with respe
to the hot plate. A step potentialfg is applied to the
grid so as to increase the grid potential up to the plasm
potential in order to inject a plasma flow along the ma
netic field [3]. A small Langmuir probe is used to mea
sure plasma parameters and their axial profiles. Under

FIG. 1. Schematic of experimental setup. A plasma colum
5 cm in diameter and310 cm long, is produced by surface
ionization.
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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conditions, the plasma densitynp0 ø 1 3 109 cm23, the
electron temperatureTe0 ø 0.2 eV, the ion temperature
Ti0 # Te0, and the ion flow energyEi0 ø 10Te0ye. A
background gas pressure is4 3 1027 Torr. The plasma
is collisionless in the sense that collision mean free pa
of electrons and ions are longer than the plasma length

The experiment is carried out under a simple magne
mirror configuration which is shown in the top figure in
Fig. 2. The bottom of the magnetic well is located a
the machine centersz  0 cmd. Mirror ratios Rd and
Ru in the downstreamsz , 0d and upstreamsz . 0d
regions are defined as ratios ofB aroundz  270 cm
and z  100 cm, respectively, to that atz  0 cm. A
microwave with frequencyvy2p  6 GHz and power
Pm  0 1 W is launched into the plasma through
circular waveguide. The window of the waveguide
covered with an insulator which terminates the plasm
column at z  2150 cm. The microwave propagates
toward the hot platesz  160 cmd in the region of
vyvce , 1 and the ECR takes place in the vicinity o
vyvce  1 (vcey2p: electron cyclotron frequency) at
z  0 cm (other situations are found in Ref. [14]). A

FIG. 2. A typical example of plasma flow plugging due to
the ECR, together with magnetic field configuration. Th
shows profiles ofJes (electron saturation current of the probe
and f (plasma potential) att  0.6 ms in the plasma flow
injected att  0 ms along the magnetic field withRd  1.68
and Ru  1.30 for Pm  0 W (dotted lines) and0.5 W (solid
lines).
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subscript 0 stands for the parameters in the case ofPm 
0 W. Time resolved measurements are made by using
usual box-car sampling technique with time resolution o
about1 ms, where probe-current pulses are averaged in
synchronous detection mode.

A typical example of the results in this experiment is
presented in Fig. 2. Here, the plasma flow is injected a
t  0 ms along the magnetic field withRd  1.68 and
Ru  1.30 for Pm  0 W (dotted lines) and0.5 W (solid
lines). Jes is the electron saturation current of the probe
which is proportional to the electron density multiplied by
the electron thermal speed, andf is the plasma potential.
The axialJes andf profiles at the radial center, which are
shown att  0.6 ms in this figure, demonstrate clearly
that the plasma flow is almost plugged by the potentia
structure produced by the ECR. This drastic plugging
is also observed for the profiles of the plasma densit
obtained fromJes. The potential structure consists of
a potential dip Dfds,0d formed at z ø 0 cm and a
subsequent potential humpDfps.0d along the plasma
flow. Here, Dfd and Dfp are measured with respect
to the potential in the upstream region, wheref is almost
constant spatially, being independent ofPm.

In Fig. 3, we present temporal evolutions of theJes

(solid lines) andf (solid lines with closed circles) pro-
files under the same conditions as in Fig. 2. Once th
plasma front arrives at the ECR region, a clear increas
of Jes in the ECR region and a drastic decrease ofJes in
the downstream region appear together with a formatio
of the potential dip followed by the potential hump along

FIG. 3. Temporal evolutions ofJes (solid lines) andf (solid
lines with closed circles) profiles after the plasma flow is
injected att  0 ms for Pm  0.5 W.
2603
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the plasma flow. After the potential dipsø 26Te0yed
is formed at t  0.2 0.3 ms, Dfd is found to de-
crease temporally, gradually approaching a constant va
sø 24Te0yed. On the other hand, the value ofDfp

has the maximumsø10Te0yed at t ø 0.6 ms which cor-
responds to the time necessary for the ion flow to a
rive at the potential-hump position. Att . 0.6 ms,Dfp

decreases temporally and approaches a constant va
sø3Te0yed at t ø 1.0 ms. On the other hand,Jes at
z ø 0 cm increases monotonously, approaching a co
stant value att ø 1.0 ms. This decrease inDfp during
the increase inJes is ascribed to a change of the plasma i
the upstream region after the ion reflection due toDfp.
The ion reflection results in a reduction of the plasma flo
speed, and then a smaller value ofDfp can be sufficient
for plugging the plasma flow. There appear density fluc
tuations ofñpynp  0.1 0.2, especially att $ 0.6 ms in
our simple mirror geometry, which might also give rise to
a decrease in the flow speed.

The potential structures at the timet  0.6 ms, when
Dfp has the maximum value, are presented withPm as
a parameter in Fig. 4, whereRd  1.68 and Ru  1.30.
For Pm  0 W, a small potential dipsø 2Te0yed is
recognized in the magnetic well, agreeing with the resu
in Ref. [15]. In the case ofPm fi 0 W, however, even
for Pm  0.1 W, there appears a clear modification of th
potential structure. An increase inTe is also observed at
aboutz ø 0 cm for Pm fi 0 W.

Dependences ofDfp and Dfd on Pm at t  0.6 ms
are presented forRd  1.68 and Ru  1.30 in Fig. 5(a).
With an increase inPm, both Dfp and 2Dfd increase,

FIG. 4. Spatial profiles off at t  0.6 ms with Pm as a
parameter in the case ofRd  1.68 andRu  1.30.
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gradually saturating forPm . 0.5 W. For Pm  0.8 W,
we haveeDfd ø 27 Te0 and eDfp ø 12 Te0, which
is of the order of the ion flow energyEi0. Te at z ø
0 cm increases in a quite similar way and yields a larg
difference ofTe between the upstream and downstream
regions. Te ø 40Te0 and eDfp ø 0.3Te are found for
Pm ø 0.8 W. This Te increase, due to the ECR, is
confirmed by a modified directional energy analyzer to b
dominant in the direction perpendicular to the magneti
field, resulting in the anisotropic electron temperature
The perpendicular electron temperature is a key facto
which links Dfp with Pm, as found in the experiment
on GAMMA 10 [16].

In Fig. 5(b),Dfp and2Dfd are plotted as a function
of Rd at t  0.6 ms forPm  0.8 W, whereRd $ Ru .

1 is kept. BothDfp and2Dfd increase with an increase
in Rd, being followed by a gradual saturation. An effect
of Ru on the potential formation is also measured a
Rd  1.68. But no appreciable changes ofDfp and
2Dfd are observed even whenRu s.1d is increased up
to 1.68, indicating that the results are independent ofRu

as far asRd $ Ru . 1 is kept. Thus, we can obtain
almost the same results as in Fig. 5(b) even with keepin
Rd  Ru s.1d (mirrors are symmetric with respect to
z  0 cm).

The increase inPm and/or Rd enhances theTe

anisotropy and electron trapping around the ECR poin
and thus 2Dfd increases, being accompanied by an
increase inDfp under the charge neutrality condition.
Furthermore, Dfp always saturates gradually around
Ei0ye, plugging most of the ions so as not to pass throug
the magnetic well region. This is because the electron

FIG. 5. Potential dipDfd and hump Dfp at t  0.6 ms
(a) as a function ofPm for Rd  1.68 and Ru  1.30 and
(b) as a function ofRd s$Ru . 1d for Pm  0.8 W.
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are well trapped and2Dfd is large enough for most of
the electrons to be reflected.

As described above, the potential structure observ
consists of a potential dip around the ECR point and
subsequent potential hump along the plasma flow. Th
structure is almost the same as that in the tandem-mir
scenario with the dual ECR performance in the end mi
ror cells. In our experiment, the electrons accelerated
the ECR in the direction perpendicular to the magnet
field are decelerated and reflected by2m=B in the axial
direction. The electrons reflected, which are again acc
erated at the ECR point, cannot return to the upstrea
region, being trapped in the magnetic well. This mirro
trapping of electrons induces the potential dip around th
ECR point. The depth is large enough to prevent co
electrons, which are supplied from the hot plate, from
merging with hot electrons in the ECR region. Thus, th
potential dip formed works as a “thermal-barrier” poten
tial. Ions are not directly affected by the ECR. But, in
order to satisfy the charge neutrality condition, a potenti
hump, a so-called “plug” potential, the height of which
is large enough to reflect most of the ions flowing alon
the magnetic field lines, is formed in the downstream sid
As a result, there appears a density decrease in the dow
stream region, i.e., the potential structure produced pr
vides a “dike” potential against the plasma flow.

Our physics of the barrier/plug potential formation ca
also be applied to plasmas with the ion flow energ
much smaller than the ion temperature. In this cas
however, the flow energyEi0 has to be replaced by the
ion temperatureTi parallel to the magnetic field. It is to
be remarked thatDfpyEi0 observed in our work is of the
same order ofDfpyTi in the GAMMA 10 experiment,
althoughDfp andEi0 in theQ machine are much smaller
than Dfp and Ti in such a big fusion-oriented device as
the GAMMA 10.

In conclusion, in a collisionless plasma flow under
simple magnetic mirror configuration, a potential structur
with a potential dip followed by a subsequent potentia
hump is formed by the ECR at the bottom of the magnet
well. Our experiment clearly demonstrates a formation o
the plug potential with thermal barrier under a quite simp
axisymmetric mirror configuration. The mechanism of th
potential formation is based on the electron heating a
trapping due to the ECR in the magnetic well under th
ed
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charge neutrality condition. It is not necessary in ou
potential formation to take into account the conventiona
scenario for the tandem-mirror devices, which needs tw
ECR points: the one for barrier formation and the othe
for plug formation. In our experiment, a single ECR
point is sufficient to provide the plug/barrier potential
structure. This work gives a clear physics to the formatio
of field-aligned plug potential with thermal barrier in a
quite simplified way.
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